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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
SIMULATING PRODUCTION WITH
ELECTRONIC-COMPONENT MOUNTING
APPARATUS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a production simulation

apparatus of an electronic-component-mounting apparatus
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a plan view of a primary part of the electronic

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

component-mounting apparatus according to the embodi
ment.

FIG. 3 illustrates a feeder arrangement data according to
the embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of the production

This application is based upon and claims bene?t of

priority of Japanese Patent Application No. 2001-205857
?led on Jul. 6, 2001, the contents of which are incorporated

simulation apparatus of the electronic-component-mounting
apparatus according to the embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a ?owchart for generating production data
according to the embodiment.

herein by reference.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 6 is a ?owchart for executing a production simula
tion according to the embodiment.
FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B are graphic diagrams showing a
result of the production simulation according to the embodi

The present invention relates to an apparatus and method

for simulating production of assembly boards with an elec

tronic component mounting apparatus.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

20 ment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

An electronic-component-mounting line used in produc
tion of assembly boards including components mounted
thereon is commonly of a general-use type and may be
utiliZed for producing many types of assembly boards.
Including a mounting mechanism signi?cantly improved in

25

line 1A and connected on a local area network (LAN) 2 to
a host computer 3. The host computer 3 is connected to a

quality and function, the electronic-component-mounting
line accordingly operates in a so-called “continuously-shift
ing” mode for mounting the components onto different types

production simulation apparatus 4. The production simula
tion apparatus 4 simulates production to indicate progress of

of bare boards not with a change of its component feeders

along the mounting line but with a change of control data.
The continuously-shifting mode is however disadvanta
geous to an improvement in productivity. The mode, since
allowing the component feeders to be ?xedly located in the

line, may hardly be optimum in the productivity when
different types of products are manufactured. It is dif?cult to
appropriately determine which order the different bare
boards are put in the line and when the component feeders
are changed. Steps of the production can not be evaluated in
view of the productivity, and this prevents the productivity

In FIG. 1, plural electronic-component-mounting appara
tuses 1 are aligned along an electronic-component-mounting

the production as digital data, upon being provided with
types or lots of bare boards put in the electronic-component

mounting line.
The production simulation apparatus 4, similarly to a
35

common personal computer, includes a communication unit
5, a read/write unit 6, a program storage unit 7, a data storage

unit 8, a calculating unit 9, an operating/inputting unit 10,
and a display unit 11. The communication unit 5 exchanges
data with the host computer 3. The read/write unit 6 reads
40

and writes data in an external storage medium such as FD or

CD-R. The program storage unit 7 stores a production-data
generating program, an optimum-calculating program, a

from being improved.

production-simulating program, and other operating pro
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

grams, which will be described later in more detail.
45

Aproduction simulation apparatus includes a data storage
unit, a production data generator, a command inputting unit,
a production simulator, and a display unit. The data storage

manufactured. The calculating unit 9 is a central processing

unit stores mounting data about plural types of assembly
boards and apparatus data about a component-mounting

apparatus which includes: plural component feeders for
feeding components; and a transfer head for picking up the
components from the component feeders and mounting the
components on bare boards. The production data generator
generates, according to the mounting data and the apparatus

The data storage unit 8 stores data including apparatus
data about the electronic-component-mounting apparatuses
1, and mounting data about the assembly boards to be

unit (CPU) for executing the operation programs stored in
50

the program storage unit 7 to compute and process with the
data stored in the data storage unit 8. The operating/inputting
unit 10 is a keyboard or a mouse for inputting data and

commands of operation. The display unit 11 is a monitor for
displaying menu screens for the operation and inputting
55

data, production data for the transfer head to mount the

operation and graphic images of the result of production
simulations.

components. The command inputting unit inputs production

The electronic-component-mounting apparatus 1 will be

command data including a production quantity of the assem
bly boards and a production order of the assembly boards to
be manufactured. The production simulator simulates a
production based on the production data and the production
command data to calculate a total number of the assembly

described in more detail referring to FIG. 2. As shown in
60

locate it at a location for mounting each electronic compo
nent. A component-feeding section 14 is provided at a side

boards manufactured with time by the component-mounting
apparatus. The display unit displays a result of the simula
tion.

The apparatus can simulate production for evaluating

production plan.

FIG. 2, the apparatus 1 includes a conveying path 12. Bare
Boards 13 are conveyed along the conveying path 12 to

of the conveying path 12. The component-feeding section 14
includes component feeders 15. The feeders 15 includes
65

plural types of feeders, for example, a feeder for storing
electronic components held with a tape and feeding the

components through forwarding the tape by a pitch, and a

US 7,127,382 B2
3

4

vibration feeder for feeding electronic components by vibra

The modi?cation of the procedure and arrangement
including the relocation of the feeders is desirably mini
miZed Whenever the assembly board to be manufactured

tion from a stick holding the components therein.

The electronic components mounting apparatus 1 also

changes to a neW type. This can be implemented through
locating all or some of the feeders at their ?xed locations and

includes a transfer head 16. The head 16 driven With a head

driving mechanism (not shoWn) picks up components from

calculating optimum conditions based on the ?xed location
as a ?xed condition (the premises). The optimum conditions
calculated With the premises alloW an operator and time
required for replacement or relocation of the component
feeders to be minimized, thus improving the overall Working

pick-up location 1511 of the component feeder 15. A camera

17 for identifying components is provided betWeen the
conveying path 12 and the component-feeding section 14.
The component picked up by the transfer head 16 is carried
from the component-feeding section 14 to the camera 17 for
identifying the component. The transfer head 16 then moves

ef?ciency.
Feeder arrangement data in the production data for deter
mining the location of the feeders in the component-feeding
section 14 Will be explained. When the assembly board to be

to over the bare board 13 and mounts the component to the
board 13.

The production data for driving the electronic-compo
nent-mounting apparatus 1 to manufacture assembly boards
Will be explained. Design information for a product (an
assembly board to be manufactured) indicating locations

manufactured changes to a neW type, the arrangement of the

component feeders 15 in the component-feeding section 14
is modi?ed according to the type of the assembly board. That
is, required number of component feeders 15 are prepared
for feeding components depending on the type of the assem

Where the components are mounted on the bare boards 13 is

provided as mounting data. Apparatus information about the
apparatus for manufacturing the assembly boards is pro

20

a feeder table (not shoWn) for supplying the electronic
components, and the arrangement of the transfer head 16
(including the number of heads and the shape and the
number of noZZles).
The mounting data and the apparatus data are combined
to generate production data. Based on the production data,
mounting sequence data are provided. The sequence data
determines types, the number, and locations of the compo

25

mounting operation of picking up the electronic components
30

35

sponding to respective addresses in the feeder table of the
component-feeding section 14. The columns include respec
40

16 can pick up and mount the components on the bare boards

13 most ef?ciently under a given condition. If the positions
of the feeders or the mounting sequence data is inadequate
for manufacturing the assembly boards With one mounting
data, the transfer head 16 may repeat to move unnecessarily

from the component feeder 15 and mounting it to the bare
board 13. The operating ef?ciency of the transfer head 16
hence depends largely upon Whether the location of the
component feeder 15 is suitable to a mounting sequence
movement in the component feeding section 14. The posi
tion of the component feeders 15 is determined for optimiZ
ing the mounting operation of the transfer head 16.
The feeder arrangement data is provided as a data table as
shoWn in FIG. 3. The data table includes columns corre

having components mounted thereon speci?ed by the design
information (the mounting data).
The production data is optimiZed so that the transfer head

feeding section 14. In the mounting operation, the transfer
head 16 moves forWard and backWard betWeen the compo
nent-feeding section 14 and the bare board 13 to repeat a

nent feeders 15 at the feeder table and a sequence of picking

up the electronic component from the component feeder 15
by a suction operation of the transfer head 16 to mount it to
the bare board. The electronic-component-mounting appa
ratus 1 operates With the production data and the mounting
sequence data, and thus manufactures the assembly boards

bly board.
The arrangement of the component feeders has to be
determined not only in types and the number of the feeders
corresponding to the components to be mounted, but also in
the locations of the component feeders 15 in the component

vided. The apparatus data determines a location Where the
bare boards 13 are paused, the location of each unit such as

tive names (a, b, . . . ) identifying component feeders 15,
names (Pa, Pb, . . . ) of the components, and other relevant
information if necessary. The names in the data table secures

the component feeders 15 at their ?xed location in the

component feeding section 14. The feeder arrangement data
45

and take more time to mount the components on the bare

determines several patterns (pattern 1, 2, 3, . . . ) of the

board 13 less e?iciently. The positions of the feeders and the

locations of the component feeders 15. Determining the
pattern determines the arrangement of the component feed

mounting sequence data are calculated so as to minimiZe the

ers 15 in different manners. According to one pattern Which

time required for the mounting operation of the transfer
head.

can arbitrarily be selected, the component feeders 15 in the
50

For the optimiZation, the most optimum combination is

feeder arrangement data in this embodiment may be selected
from predetermined patterns Which Will be explained later or
may be generated as a unique pattern through specifying

preferably selected from possible combinations (the feeders
and the sequence of mounting operations) including the
arrangement of the feeders and the mounting sequence as

variable parameters for maximum ef?ciency. HoWever, such

data such as the name of the feeder.
55

a preferable manner may decline an overall Working effi

ciency in practice. Electronic-component-mounting appara
tuses, since being generally designed and used for manu
facturing different types of assembly boards, need to have
their procedure modi?ed at every time When the assembly

60

operation panel but also replacement or relocation of the

actions but also the overall Working ef?ciency in conjunc
tion With the modi?cation of procedure and arrangement.

Functions of the production simulation apparatus 4 Will be
described referring to FIG. 4. A production data generator 20
and a production simulator 21 indicate process functions
conducted by the process programs stored in the program

board to be manufactured changes to a neW type. The
modi?cation involves not only different manipulations on an

component feeders as Well. The maximum ef?ciency has to
be determined based on not only the ef?ciency of mounting

components supply section 14 are arranged uniformly. The

65

storage unit 7.
Data stored in the data storage unit 8 (data storage means)
Will be described. The mounting data 811 carries character
istic information of each of assembly boards 13 to be
manufactured including mounting coordinates and a type of
component at each coordinates. The apparatus data 8b
carries characteristic information of the electronic-compo

nent-mounting apparatus 1 including the feeder data. The
feeder data carries information of each component feeder 15

US 7,127,382 B2
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including compatibility With the component (between the

that only one model of the electronic-component-mounting
apparatuses is used, the apparatus data is ?xed. Then, the
assembly boards to be manufactured is identi?ed (ST3). The
mounting data 811 of only the assembly boards to be manu

component feeder and a component feeder holder) and the

compatibility (With the component feeder holder) in the
component feeding section 14.
Programs stored in the program storage unit 7 Will be
described. A production data generating program 711 is
provided for generating production data from a combination
of the mounting data and the apparatus data. The production
data includes the feeder arrangement data and the mounting

As the premise, tWo aspects of the feeder arrangement data

sequence data for driving the transfer head 16 to execute a

boards are to be manufactured, the feeders are relocated for

mounting operation. An optimiZation calculating program

manufacturing each type of the assembly board most effi
ciently. The relocation of the feeders for shifting the stage
has to be repeated Whenever the assembly board is sWitched

factured is read out.

Then, the premise condition for optimiZation is set (ST4).
shoWn in FIG. 3 Will be described.

In the ?rst aspect, When different types of the assembly

7b is provided for calculating to optimiZe the e?iciency of
the mounting operation of the transfer head 16 and for
determining hoW the transfer head 16 operates.
A production simulation program 70 is provided for
simulating a procedure of the electronic-component-mount
ing apparatus manufacturing a time based total number of
the assembly boards from the production data and a pro
duction command data including the number of the assem
bly boards of each type and the order of the types to be
manufactured.

from one type to another.

In the second aspect, necessary types of the component
feeders 15 are located in the component feeding section 14

for manufacturing the different types of the assembly boards.
This aspects permits the feeders in the component feeding
section 14 to remain not relocated for mounting the com
20

alloWing continuously-shifting production.

The production data generator 20 produces production
data from the mounting data 811 and the apparatus data 8b
according to the production data generating program 7a. In

this operation, the optimiZation calculating program 7b

25

conducts to determine an optimum operation of the transfer
head 16. While the production data generator 20 operates as

production data generating means, the production data 80 is
stored in the data storage unit 8.
The production simulator 21 executes the production
simulation program 70 using the production data 80 for

tion data 80 is stored in the data storage unit 8.
The ?owchart for the production simulation Will be

explained referring to FIG. 6. First, information including
the type of each assembly board, the number of products,
and the order of the types to be manufactured are input
35

number of the assembly boards manufactured by the elec
tronic-component-mounting apparatus can be calculated.

In prior to the production simulation, the production
command data including the number of assembly boards of

Then, the optimiZation data is calculated from the premise
for manufacturing a desired type of the assembly boards
(STS). Since the feeder arrangement and the mounting
sequence have been determined for making mounting effi
ciency local maximiZed under a given condition, the opti
miZation data is released as the production data (ST6). The
production data generating process is carried out for each of

the types of the assembly boards, and the released produc
30

simulating a production process. That is, since the produc
tion data 80 contains all essential information about the
operation of the transfer head 16 such as the feeder arrange
ment data and the mounting sequence data, a cycle time for
the assembly boards to be manufactured can be calculated
from the production data 80. Based on the cycle time, the

ponents on the different types of the bare boards, hence

40

(ST11). This speci?es the type, number, and order of the
assembly boards to be manufactured. Then, the production
data for manufacturing each type of the assembly boards is

read (ST12).
Then, the production simulation procedure is executed.
First, the production simulation data of the most-preceding

each type and the order of the types to be manufactured is

type of the assembly board is calculated (ST13). It is then
examined Whether another type of the assembly board is to

input through the operating/ inputting unit 10. The operating/

be manufactured or not (ST14). If it is to be manufactured,

inputting unit 10 is command input means for inputting
production commands While the production simulation unit
21 is production simulating means.
In the production simulation, a load for Working required
for shifting a stage sWitched from one type of assembly
board to be manufactured to another through inputting a
command for the order of production can be calculated as
digital data, eg the number of the feeders to be replaced or

45

boards to be manufactured in the order of production. When
it is judged that no more type of the assembly board is to be

50

manufactured (ST14), the result of the production simula
tion is graphically displayed on the display unit 11 (ST16).
A result of the production simulation Will be explained
referring to FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B. FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B
illustrate the production With time of a total number N of the

relocated. The digital data is then used for determining the
time of the stage shifting needed for modifying the stage.

assembly boards With one electronic-component-mounting
apparatus consisting of Na, Nb, and Nc of the three (type a,

The result of the simulation is visually displayed on a

monitor of the display unit 11, Which operates as displaying

the time required for the stage shifting is calculated (ST15).
The step ST13 is repeated for all the types of the assembly

55

type b, and type c) different assembly boards respectively.

means.

The simulation result shoWn in FIG. 7A is based on the ?rst

The production data generating process and the produc
tion simulation conducted by the production simulation

of each type at the local maximum mounting ef?ciency. The

apparatus 4 Will be described in more detail referring to
?oWcharts of FIGS. 5 and 6. The mounting data about
different types of the boards to be manufactured and the

aspect of the premise for manufacturing the assembly boards
simulation result shoWn in FIG. 7B is based on the second
60

apparatus data about the electronic-component-mounting
apparatuses are stored in the data storage unit 8 (ST1). An
mounting apparatus involved is then determined for Which
of the mounting apparatuses handles a speci?c component
(ST2). This alloWs the apparatus data 8b of the involved
apparatuses to be read from the data storage unit 8. In case

65

aspect of the premise Where no stage shifting is needed.
The lines La, Lb, and Lc shoWn in FIG. 7A represent
increase With time in the number of the assembly boards of
the three types a, b, and c manufactured, and gradients of the
lines express the ef?ciency of the mounting operation. In this
case, the gradient of each line is acute since the ef?ciency is
intended to maximum level. A time ta, a time tb, and a time

tc for manufacturing the three types a, b, and c of the

US 7,127,382 B2
8

7
assembly boards, respectively. An initial stage time for

said one of said feeders in respectively different loca
tions, said second premise has location of said one of
said component feeders ?xed for said tWo of said
assembly boards, location of said one of said compo

manufacturing the type a is a time t1, While a time for stage
shifting from the type a to the type b and a time from the type
b to the type c is a time t2 and a time t3, respectively. The
total production time is hence a time T1.
5

As shoWn in FIG. 7B, the lines L'a, L'b, and L'c represent
increase With time in the number of the assembly boards of
the types a, b, and c, respectively manufactured in the
continuously-shifting mode. In this case, the feeder arrange
ment is ?xed and the optimiZation of the mounting ef?ciency
for each type of the assembly boards is not implemented.
Accordingly, the gradient of each of the lines is relatively
smaller than that shoWn in FIG. 7A. A time required for
manufacturing the types a, b, and c of the assembly boards

compatibility data for said feeder and ones of said

holders;
production simulating means for simulating a production
based on the production data and the production com
mand data to calculate a total number of the assembly

boards manufactured With time by the component

mounting apparatus; and
displaying means for displaying tWo different results of

the simulation, depending upon Whether said ?rst
premise or said second premise is selected.
2. A production simulation apparatus according to claim
1, Wherein the production data includes:
feeder arrangement data indicating an arrangement of the

in this mode is hence a time t'a, a time t'b, and a time t+c,

respectively Which are longer than the time ta, the time tb,
and the time tc of the previous mode, respectively. While an
initial stage time is a time t'1, the shifting from the type a to
type b or the shifting from the type b to type c requires no
extra time. Accordingly, the total production time is a time
T2.
In the aspects shoWn in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B, a total

production time in the aspect shoWn in FIG. 7A requiring the
stage shifting process is shorter by AT than the continuously
shifting mode shoWn in FIG. 7B. HoWever, the total pro
duction time of the latter mode may be shorter if require

component feeders; and
mounting sequence data indicating an order of the com
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ponents picked up by the transfer head.
3. A production simulation apparatus according to claim
2, Wherein the production data is generated from the mount
ing data and the apparatus data.
4. A production simulation apparatus according to claim
3, Wherein the mounting sequence data corresponds to the
arrangement of the component feeders.
5. A production simulation apparatus according to claim

30

1’

ments change. Either of the tWo modes can offer a higher

production ef?ciency depending on the requirements. This is
determined by the result of the production simulation of the
embodiment.

For making a production plan, generally, various condi

Wherein the mounting data includes coordinate data indi
cating a position Where the components are mounted on
the bare boards and component data indicating types of
the components, and

tions other than ?xed conditions are permitted. Therefore, a

production planner is conventionally required to make
efforts to optimiZe the conditions Within a given range. This

largely depends on experiments and skills of the planner.
Contrary to this, the production simulation apparatus of

35

implemented under different conditions predetermined, and
alloWs the result of the simulation to be displayed as a
40

Which has commonly been judged through experiments and

45
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mount the components;
selecting betWeen a ?rst premise and a second premise,
said ?rst premise has location of one of said component
feeders different for tWo of said assembly boards hav
ing a component of said one of said feeders in respec

60

tion of said one of said component feeders ?xed for said
tWo of said assembly boards, location of said one of
said component feeders different or ?xed depending
upon said compatibility data for said feeder and ones of

types of assembly boards and apparatus data about a

component feeders for feeding components; holders for
holding said components; and a transfer head for pick
ing up the components from the component feeders and
mounting the components on bare boards, said appa

tively different locations, said second premise has loca

compatibility betWeen said feeders and said holders;
production data generating means for generating, accord
ing to the mounting data and the apparatus data, pro
duction data for the transfer head to mount the com

ponents;
command inputting means for inputting production com
mand data including a production quantity of the

assembly boards, a production order of the assembly
boards to be manufactured, and for selecting betWeen a

?rst premise and a second premise, said ?rst premise
has location of one of said component feeders different
for tWo of said assembly boards having a component of

components from the component feeders and mounting
the components on bare boards, said apoaratus data

includes compatibility data Which indicates compatibil
ity betWeen said feeders and said holders;
generating, according to the mounting data and the appa
ratus data, production data for the transfer head to

1. A production simulation apparatus comprising:
data storage means for storing mounting data about plural

ratus data includes compatibility data Which indicates

boards and apparatus data about a component-mount

ers for feeding components; holders for holding said
components and a transfer head for picking up the

provided as a dedicated device separated from the host

component-mounting apparatus Which includes: plural

storing mounting data about plural types of assembly
ing apparatus Which includes: plural component feed

feelings, can hence be evaluated logically.
The production simulation apparatus 4 described above is
computer 3, but may function in the host computer 3.
What is claimed is:

Wherein the apparatus data includes data about the com

ponent feeders.
6. A method of simulating production, comprising the
steps of:

the embodiment alloWs the production simulation to be

graphic diagram on the screen of the display unit. The plan,

nent feeders different or ?xed depending upon said

said holders;
simulating a production based on the production data and
production command data indicating a number of the
assembly boards and a production order of the assem
bly boards to calculate a total number of the assembly
boards manufactured With time by the component

mounting apparatus; and

US 7,127,382 B2
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displaying different results of the simulation, depending

component feeders different for tWo of said assembly
boards having a component of said one of said plural
feeders in respectively different locations, said second
premise has location of said one of said plural compo
nent feeders ?xed for said tWo of said assembly boards,

upon Whether said ?rst premise or said second premise
is selected.
7. A method according to claim 6, Wherein the production
data includes:
feeder arrangement data indicating an arrangement of the

location of said one of said component feeders different
or ?xed depending upon said compatibility data for said
one of said feeders and ones of said holders;
executing a simulation to calculate a production ef?ciency
of a component-mounting apparatus to mount the com
ponents on the one of the bare boards according to the

component feeders; and
mounting sequence data indicating an order of the com

ponents picked up by the transfer head.
8. A method according to claim 7,
Wherein the mounting data includes coordinate data indi
cating a position Where the components are mounted on

production data and production command data indicat
ing a respective production number and a production
order of the assembly boards; and
displaying different results of the simulation depending

the bare boards and component data indicating types of
the components, and
Wherein the apparatus data includes data about the com

ponent feeders.
9. A method of simulating components mounting, com

upon Whether said ?rst premise or said second premise
is selected.
10. A method according to claim 9,
Wherein the mounting data includes coordinate data indi

prising the steps of:
generating production data for determining an operation
of a transfer head of a component-assembling apparatus

20

to assemble plural assembly boards, each including one
of bare boards and respective components mounted on
the one of the bare boards, according to mounting data
about the assembly boards and apparatus data about a

component-assembling apparatus Which includes the
transfer head, plural component feeders for feeding
components and holders for holding said components,
said apparatus data includes compatibility data Which
indicates compatibility betWeen said feeders and said

holders;
selecting betWeen a ?rst premise and a second premise,
said ?rst premise has location of one of said plural

cating respective positions Where the components are
mounted on the one of the bare boards and component

data indicating types of the components,
Wherein the apparatus data includes data about component
25

feeders storing the components, respectively, and
Wherein the production data includes:
mounting sequence data indicating an order of the com

ponents picked up by the transfer head,
feeder arrangement data indicating an arrangement of the
component feeders.
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